Abstract. Ptychography with an unknown mask and object is analyzed for both the lattice scheme and the non-lattice mixing schemes under general mask phase constraint and object support constraints.
Introduction
Ptychography is the scanning version of coherent diffractive imaging (CDI) [9] that acquires multiple diffraction patterns through the scan of a localized illumination on an extended object (Fig. 1) . The redundant information in the overlap between adjacent illuminated spots is then exploited to improve phase retrieval methods [40, 42] . Ptychography originated in electron microscopy [25, 26, 38, 39, 43] and has been successfully implemented with X-ray, optical and terahertz waves [12, 19, 44, 45, 47, 50, 51, 53] .
Ptychographic CDI has its origin in a concept developed to solve the crystallographic phase problem: Hoppe [25] pointed out that if one can make the Bragg peaks of crystalline diffraction patterns interfere, information about their relative phases can be obtained and therefore suggested to use a localized illumination instead of the usual extended plane wave. Due to the Fourier convolution theorem, the crystal's diffraction peaks in the resulting far-field pattern are then convolved with the Fourier transform of the localized illumination. When the extent of the illumination is shrunk to about the same order of magnitude as the crystalline unit cell, this leads to overlap between adjacent Bragg peaks and thus the desired interferences. While these interferences already allow to determine the relative phases, the twin-image ambiguity remains. Hoppe [25] showed that an unambiguous result can be obtained by recording another diffraction pattern at a slightly shifted position of the localized illumination. Hoppe [26] discussed the extension of ptychography to non-periodic objects and the possibility of scanning transmission electron diffraction microscopy. [37] .
An important development in ptychography since the work of Thibault et al. [50, 51] is the potential of simultaneous recovery of the object and the illumination (blind ptychography). This capability allows application of ptychography as a beam characterization and wave front aberration sensing technique.
A tychography reconstruction is affected by, for example, the type of illumination and the amount of overlap between adjacent illuminations. In practice, the adjacent illuminated areas have an overlap at least 50%, typically 60-70% in each direction [8, 34] . The convergence of numerical reconstruction is monitored with the residual of the ptychographic data or the difference between successive estimates [21, 23, 34, 51, 52, 55] . Even in the noiseless case, numerical convergence does not necessarily imply recovery of the mask and the object.
To ensure that a vanishing residual (data fitting) implies a vanishing reconstruction error in the noiseless case, we need a theory of uniqueness of solution. To the best of our knowledge, no theory of uniqueness is currently available for blind ptychography.
To analyze the ambiguities in ptychography on the rigorous level, we have shown in a recent work [10] that twin-image ambiguity does arise if the Fresnel number of the commonly used Fresnel illumination takes on certain values, resulting in poor reconstruction and hinting on the benefits of avoiding symmetry and increasing complexity of the illumination. This paper concerns the uniqueness question for blind ptychography with a randomly phased mask or illumination (RPI). RPI is a form of coded aperture, and has found applications in many imaging modalities and significant improvements on imaging qualities [2, 3, 6, 14, 15, 17, 27, 28, 30, 33, 41, 46, 48, 49, 54, [56] [57] [58] .
For standard nonptychographic phase retrieval, the capability of a randomly coded aperture in removing all the ambiguities, including the translation and twin-image ambiguities, was rigorously analyzed in [16] . Moreover, uniqueness theory for blind phase retrieval with a plain and a randomly coded diffraction pattern has been developed in [18] which assumes slight prior knowledge about the phase range of the random mask. In other words, with a plain and a randomly coded diffraction pattern one can uniquely and simultaneously determine both the unknown object and the roughly known mask.
As a random mask is typically harder to calibrate than a regular mask, blind ptychography and phase retrieval is of particular interest when a random mask is used in the measurements. To be sure, a completely blind ptychography or phase retrieval without any prior information about the mask or the object is untenable. In the next section, we outline the assumptions in our uniqueness theorems.
1.1. Summary of the present work. Briefly and informally, we summarize our uniqueness results as follows. Let Z 2 n be the object domain containing the support of the object f . Let the initial mask domain M 0 := Z 2 m , m < n, be the support of the mask function µ 0 . Let T be the set of all shifts, including (0, 0), involved in the ptychographic measurement.
Denote by µ t the t-shifted mask for all t ∈ T and M t the domain of µ t . Let f t the object restricted to M t and Twin(f t ) the twin image of f t in M t . Let ν 0 and g be any pair of the mask and the object estimates producing the same ptychography data as µ 0 and f .
First let us point out a basic form of ambiguity in blind ptcyhography
Affine phase ambiguity.
For any t, we have the following calculation
Since, by the above calculation,
g and ν t produce the same diffraction pattern as f and µ t .
In view of the basic nature of affine phase ambiguity, we first strive for a relaxed form of uniqueness for blind ptychography: If g and ν t produce the same diffraction pattern as f and µ t for all t ∈ T , then
for some constants θ t ∈ R where the affine phase factor in (1) is replaced by an arbitrary phase factor.
To this end, we impose the mask phase constraint (MPC):
Suppose that µ 0 is a phase mask (i.e. unit modulus at every pixel) and we are given a mask estimate ν 0 such that (ν 0 µ 0 ) > 0 at every pixel (where denotes the component-wise product and the bar denotes the complex conjugate); and the object support constraint (OSC) on the object. We refer the reader to Section 4 for the precise definition of OSC. For a simple, concrete criterion, if, for some t ∈ T , f t has a tight box hull in M t , then the object satisfies OSC. We demonstrate by examples (Example 4.4) that often OSC requires much less than a tight box hull in a shifted mask domain.
We also need the adjacent parts of the object to be sufficiently or strongly connected. We say that f t and f t are s-connected with respect to the ptychographic measurement if
and that the set {f t : t ∈ T } is s-connected if, for any two elements of the set, there is an s-connected chain of elements joining them. An object is strongly connected if s 1.
For a strongly connected object we show that uniqueness in the sense of (2) holds with high probability at least 1 − c s , for some c ∈ (0, 1) where the probability refers to the selection of the random mask µ 0 (Theorem 5.1).
Eq. (2) leaves open the profile of the block phase θ t across different blocks M t . When does the block phase have an affine profile as in (1)? We show that the block phase of the mixing non-lattice (non-raster scan) measurement schemes has an either constant or affine profile (Theorem 6.3 and Corollary 6.4). Moreover, for the mixing schemes, the block phase profile determines completely the object and mask estimates in the sense that the object and mask errors too have an either constant or affine profile (Theorem 6.3 and Corollary 6.4). In particular, if the block phase has a constant profile, then the mask and the object can be simultaneously determined by the mixing scheme (Corollary 6.4). We refer the reader to Section 6 for the definition of mixing schemes. We conjecture that most practically useful measurement schemes, including many reported in the literature, satisfy the mixing property.
For the non-mixing, lattice (i.e. raster scan) scheme of a constant stepsize τ the situation is trickier. While the block phase for the lattice scheme must have an affine profile (Theorem 7.1), it no longer determines the mask and object errors whose remaining degree of freedom is proportional to τ 2 , the larger the stepsize the (much) greater the degrees of uncertainty. If the phase drift is absent (i.e. the block phase has a constant profile) then blind ptychography is possible only with additional mask or object prior information on a τ ×τ block (Theorem 8.1). In other words, there is an explicit trade-off between the stepsize and the prior information: the larger the stepsize is, the more prior information is needed.
To avoid any phase drift and affine phase ambiguity for both the lattice and mixing schemes, we need to assume a sufficiently large mask (Theorem 9.1). We may relax the mask size constraint if we strengthen MPC. In the extreme case of complete knowledge of the mask, the mask can have an arbitrary size.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we formulate the basic building block of the ptychographic measurement. In Section 3, we discuss ambiguities in standard phase retrieval with a coded diffraction pattern. In Section 4 we consider the ptychography with two overlapping diffraction patterns and prove that under MPC and OSC the ptychography ambiguity shows up in the form of block phase (Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.3). In Section 5 we extend the main result to the multi-part ptychography (Theorem 5.1). In Section 6, we introduce the mixing non-lattice schemes and show that the mixing property forces the block phase to have an affine profile (Theorem 6.3 and Corollary 6.4) which in turn determines the mask and object estimates (Corollary 6.4). In Section 7 we prove that the block phase for the lattice scheme forms an arithmetic progression along any cyclic group (Theorem 7.1). In Section 8 we show that for the lattice scheme with a constant stepsize blind ptychography is possible under an additional τ × τ prior information if the phase drift is absent (Theorem 8.1). In Section 9, we show that the phase drift is absent for sufficiently large masks (Theorem 9.1). We conclude in Section 10 and give the details of the lattice scheme in Appendix A.
Ptychographic measurement
We start with discussing the set-up of the building block of ptychography. An important feature of this scheme is the higher sampling rate compared to crystallography, coined the oversampling method [36] .
Let f 0 be a part of the unknown object f restricted to the initial block of m × m grid
and let the Fourier transform of f 0 be written as
Under the Fraunhofer approximation, the diffraction pattern can be written as
where
and it is understood that f 0 is set to zero whenever its argument lies outside of M 0 . Here and below the over-line notation means complex conjugacy.
The expression in the parentheses in (3) is the autocorrelation function of f 0 and the summation over n takes the form of Fourier transform on the enlarged grid M 0 , which suggests sampling I 0 (w) on the grid
A randomly coded diffraction pattern measured with a mask is the diffraction pattern for the masked objectf 0 (n) = f 0 (n)µ 0 (n) where the mask function µ 0 is a finite array of random variables. In other words, a coded diffraction pattern is just the plain diffraction pattern of a masked object.
We will focus on the effect of random phase θ in the mask function µ 0 (n) = |µ 0 |(n)e iθ(n) where θ(n) are independent, continuous real-valued random variables. In other words, each θ(n) is independently distributed with a probability density function p γ supported on (−γπ, γπ] with a constant γ ∈ [0, 1]. Continuous phase modulation can be experimentally realized with various techniques such as spread spectrum phase modulation [58] .
We also require that |µ 0 |(n) = 0, ∀n ∈ M 0 (i.e. the mask is transparent). This is necessary for unique reconstruction of the object as any opaque pixels of the mask would block the transmission of the object information. Taking into account the mask function in the propagation matrix, we then have the measurement matrix
Now consider the simplest setting for ptychography where the object domain is split into two overlapping blocks, one of which is the translate of the other, i.e. the object domain is M 0 M t where M t denotes the shift of M 0 by the displacement vector t = (t 1 , t 2 ) ∈ Z 2 . Likewise, we denote the shifted mask defined on M t by µ t and the restriction of f to M t by f t . Let Φ 0 denote the oversampled DFT over M 0 as before and Φ t the oversampled DFT over M t .
Let f 0 and f t be separately illuminated with µ 0 and µ t , respectively. The object f is the overlapping "union" of f 0 and f t . With a slight abuse of notation, we write
The 2-part measurement matrix A *
has orthogonal columns but since M 0 ∩ M t = ∅ and the common columns shared by the two blocks generally have a greater norm than the columns specific to one block. We can fix this problem by the decomposition A * =Ã * D whereÃ * is isometric and D is the diagonal matrix with diagonal entries being the norms of the columns of A * . D can be absorbed into the object function (and dealt with at the end).
For multi-part measurement, let
where T is the set of shifts, including 0, and write
where f t is the restriction of f to M t . The measurement matrix A * is constructed analogous to (6) by stacking Φ t diag{µ t }, t ∈ T , properly and can be isometrized as above.
For the rest of the paper, we consider both the lattice scheme, also called raster scan, and the non-lattice schemes. The appendix gives a detailed description of the lattice scheme.
Ambiguities in the masked object
First consider the case of one diffraction pattern (5).
The z-transform
of f 0 is a Laurent polynomial and can be factorized uniquely into the product of irreducible polynomials F k (z) and a monomial in z
where n 0 is a vector of nonnegative integers and α is a complex coefficient.
Proposition 3.1. [22] Let the z-transform F (z) of a finite complex-valued array {f 0 (n)} be given by
where I is a subset of {1, 2, . . . , p}. 
Line object: A finite array f is a line (or linear) object if f is a part of a line segment.
From [16] , we have the result of irreducibility, up to a monomial.
Proposition 3.3.
[16] Suppose f 0 is not a line object and let µ 0 be the phase mask with phase at each point continuously and independently distributed. Then with probability one the only possible factor of the z-transform of the masked objectf
A similar result can be proved for masks whose phases are discrete random variables by using more advanced tools from algebraic geometry (e.g. [5] , Proposition 4.1).
Two-part ptychography
Now let us turn to the two-pattern case (6) . We introduce two constraints: one on the mask phase and one on the object support.
Assumption I (Mask Phase Constraint): Let µ 0 be a nonvanishing random mask, defined on M 0 , with phase at each pixel continuously and independently distributed according to a nonvanishing probability density function p γ on (−γπ, γπ] with a constant γ ≤ 1.
We say that ν 0 satisfies the Mask Phase Constraint (MPC) if
for a constant φ 0 and a constant
The larger γ is, the more phase diversity there is in the mask; the larger δ is, the weaker MPC is.
Assumption II (Object Support Constraint): We say that g 0 satisfies the Object Support Constraint (OSC) with respect to a given set of shifts T 0 if
where Box[E] stands for the box hull and is the smallest rectangle containing E with sides parallel to the horizontal or vertical axes.
The smaller the set T 0 is, the stronger OSC is. In the extreme case of a tight box hull, Box[supp(f 0 )] = M 0 so we can set T 0 = {(0, 0)} and the condition (15) becomes
which is automatic (see Section 4.1).
We now prove our first uniqueness theorem.
Theorem 4.1. Let f 0 and f t be non-line objects. Suppose that an arbitrary object g = g 0 g t , where g 0 and g t are defined on M 0 and M t , respectively, and an arbitrary mask ν 0 defined on M 0 produce the same ptychographic data as f and µ 0 . Moreover, suppose that ν 0 satisfies the MPC (Assumption I) and that g 0 satisfies the OSC (Assumption II).
Let
where T 0 is the support constraint set in Assumption II and
for some constants θ 1 , θ 2 ∈ R, holds true with probability at least
with the positive constant c depending only on δ, γ, p γ in MPC.
Proof. Let N = (m, m). By Proposition 3.1 and 3.3, g has the following possible expressions:
where it is understood that all the functions vanish whenever their arguments are outside of their respective domains. Alternatively, we can write (20)- (21) as
The first alternative with (m 1 , m 2 ) = (0, 0) in (20) and (21) corresponds to the undetermined monomial factor in (11) while the second alternative corresponds to the complex inversion with I = ∅ in (11) when the z−transform is irreducible as implied by Proposition 3.3.
We now focus on the intersection M 0 ∩ M t where (20) and (21) both hold. We have then four possible ambiguities from the crossover of the alternatives in (20) and (21). (i) For the first ambiguity (the first alternatives of (20) and (21)) to occur, we must have
and hence
provided that f 0 (n + m 1 ) and f t (n + m 2 ) are both zero or nonzero. Whenever we find some n ∈ M 0 ∩ M t for which (25) fails to hold, the ambiguity is ruled out.
Consider any n ∈ S 0 (m 1 ) (hence f 0 (n + m 1 ) = 0). We obtain by taking logarithm on both sides of (25) that
. We want to show that if |S 0 (m 1 )| is sufficiently large then (26) holds with at most exponentially small probability. Of course, if f t (n + m 2 ) = 0, then (26) holds with probability zero.
Note that the four points associated with the lefthand side of (26) 
Hence the four random variables on the lefthand side of (26) 
, is the sum of two, three or four independent random variables and hence has a probability density nonvanishing over (−2γπ, 2γπ]. We can not ascertain a larger support for the probability density of the lefthand side of (26) than (−2γπ, 2γπ] in view of the possibility that either m 1 or m 2 is zero and two of the four random variables cancel each other.
On the righthand side of (26), however, as f and f t are fixed, the phase fluctuation is determined by φ(n) − φ(n − t) and ranges over (−2δπ, 2δπ] due to the constraint (13) . As n varies with m 1 , m 2 fixed there are at least s instances of the relation (26) . For each instance the probability that (26) holds is less than a constant c < 1 unless m 1 = m 2 = 0 where c depends only on δ, γ and the probability density function of the mask phase.
On the other hand, for each n such that f t (n + m 2 ) = 0, (26) holds with probability zero, as noted above.
There are at least |S 0 (m)|/4 statistically independent instances, corresponding to nonintersecting sets {n + m 1 , n − t, n + m 2 − t, n}. Hence, (26) holds true with probability at most c s for some constant c < 1.
On the other hand, for m 1 = m 2 = 0, it follows from (24) that
implying (17)- (18).
(ii) Consider the next scenario that for n ∈ M
provided that f 0 (n + m 1 ) and f t (N + 2t − n + m 2 ) are both zero or nonzero. For n ∈ S 0 (m 1 ) ∩ S 0 (m 2 ), taking logarithm and rearranging terms we have
The imaginary parts of the lefthand side of (28) can be written as
is the sum of two, three or four independent random variables unless both cases the sum is 2θ(n − t) ). So the random variable (29) has a probability density nonvanishing over (−2δπ, 2δπ] . By the same argument as above, (28) holds true with probability at most c s , c ∈ (0, 1).
(iii) The argument for ruling out the third scenario
is the same as that for the second scenario.
(iv) Now consider the fourth scenario
which after taking logarithm and rearranging terms becomes
The imaginary part of the lefthand side of (30) has the expression
which is the sum of two, three or four independent random variables unless
which can not hold true simultaneously for more than one n for any given m 1 , m 2 . Since s ≥ 2, the random variable (31) has a probability density nonvanishing over (−2δπ, 2δπ]. The same analysis then implies that (30) holds true with probability at most c s , c ∈ (0, 1).
In summary, ambiguities (i)-(iv) are absent with probability at most c s and hence (27) holds true with probability greater than 1 − c s where the positive constant c < 1 depends only on δ and the probability density function of the mask phase. The desired result (17)- (18) follows from (27) .
Corollary 4.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.1, for all
with high probability (19) . If, in addition, φ(n−t) = φ(n) for some n ∈ M 0 ∩M t ∩supp(f ), then θ 1 = θ 2 .
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 4.1, (17)- (18) holds with high probability only in case (i) with m 1 = m 2 = 0. The right hand side of (26) 
which is equivalent to (32)- (33) .
In general, θ 1 − θ 2 is the phase drift that can accumulate from one block to the next. We have the following corollary.
Corollary 4.3. Suppose instead of (15) that either f 0 or f t has a tight box hull in their respective domain. Then (17)- (18) hold with probability at least 1 − c s , c ∈ (0, 1) with 
It is straightforward to check that for m = (m/2, 0)
and hence g On the other hand,
For the twin-like ambiguity, consider the same set-up with
Clearly we have
and hence g On the other hand, if f 0 1 , f 1 0 are non-vanishing, then it can be verified that s = 0, consistent with the fact that the probability for ambiguity is one as shown in the above construction.
If we enhance the precision of the support knowledge by shrinking T 0 as in
then the above constructions would violate the OSC (15), and be rejected. Moreover, for (41), s = ml with nonvanishing f 01 , f 10 so the probability of uniqueness is closed to one for m 1 as predicted by Theorem 4.1.
Multi-part ptychography
Theorem 4.1 can be readily extended to the case of multi-part ptychography as follows.
Let T = {t k ∈ Z 2 : k = 0, . . . , Q − 1} denote the set of all shifts in a ptychographic measurement where
We say that f k and f l are s-connected if
and that the set {f k : k = 0, . . . , Q − 1} are s-connected if there is an s-connected chain between any two elements of the set.
Theorem 5.1. Let {f k , k = 0, · · · , Q − 1} be s-connected and every element of the set is a non-line object.
Suppose that an arbitrary object g = k g k , where g k are defined on M k , and a mask ν 0 defined on M 0 produce the same ptychographic data as f and µ 0 . Suppose that ν 0 satisfy the MPC (Assumption I).
In addition, suppose that for some 0 ∈ {0, 1, . . . , Q − 1}
Then with probability at least 1 − c s , c ∈ (0, 1), we have
for some constants θ k ∈ R.
Remark 5.2. To obtain (42), we can impose either the OSC (Theorem 4.1) or the tight box hull constraint (Corollary 4.3) on f .
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume 0 = 0.
We prove (43) by induction. Suppose that (43) holds for k = 0, . . . , j. If j + 1 ∈ L j , then we need not consider f j+1 and move on to f j+2 and so on.
Suppose j + 1 ∈ L j . Since f j+1 is s-connected to at least one element of L j , say f l . Since (43) holds for k = l by assumption, we have supp(g l ) = supp(f l ).
Applying the proof argument for Theorem 4.1 (case (i) and (ii) with m 1 = 0 only) and Corollary 4.3 to the pair, f l and f j+1 , which respectively play the roles of f 0 and f t , we see that (43) holds for k = j + 1 with probability at least 1 − c s , c ∈ (0, 1).
Under the assumptions of Theorem 5.1,
for some constants θ k ∈ R with high probability. We can rewrite (44) as
whenever f and g are nonvanishing. For vanishing g(n) and f (n), including n outside the object domain, h(n) is not well-defined and can be set arbitrarily (and shall be set to maintain eq. (45)).
By (45) with t 0 = (0, 0),
We have the following observation similar to Corollary 4.2.
Corollary 5.3. In addition to the assumptions of Theorem 5.1, if h(n) = h(n + t k ) for some n ∈ M 0 , then θ k = θ 0 .
Blind ptychography with non-lattice schemes
Let us first focus on the three blocks M 0 , M 1 and M 2 .
Suppose p 1 t 1 − p 2 t 2 = a for some nonnegative integers p 1 , p 2 and a ∈ Z 2 . By (47)
Continuing the similar reduction of p 1 t 1 , we have
modulo i2π. Now we perform the reduction in the other order:
modulo i2π. In other words,
for all n in the region
More generally for t 0 , t 1 , t 2 ∈ T and two positive integers p 1 , p 2
we have
in the region D 0 (a, t 1 −t 0 , t 2 −t 0 , p 1 , p 2 ) defined as in (49) with M 0 replaced by M 0 :
Eq. (51) and (46) 
For any practical scheme with overlap around 50%, D(a, t 1 −t 0 , t 2 −t 0 , p 1 , p 2 ) = ∅ requires p 1 , p 2 to be small integers less than 3.
The questions is whether the relation (51) can be extended to the whole object domain Z 2 n from nonempty D 0 (a, t 1 − t 0 , t 2 − t 0 , p 1 , p 2 ).
Proof. Denote s 1 = t 1 − t 0 , s 2 = t 2 − t 0 . By assumption, either
is not empty. Suppose R 1 is not empty. Then
is empty.
By (47),
and, with (k, l) = ( 1 , 0 ), ( 2 , 0 ) in (55), we can extend (70) from
and from
Since by (50), a is a linear combination of s 1 and s 2 with integer coefficients, we can continue the extension of (51) to M 0 and, by repeatedly using (47) , to eventually the whole object domain.
We now introduce the mixing schemes.
The Mixing Property. Let T denote the set of shifts in the ptychographic measurement. Let u i := (u i1 , u i2 ), i = 1, 2, where the four integers u 11 , u 12 , u 21 , u 22 satisfy u 11 u 22 − u 12 u 21 = 1.
for some nonnegative integers p
and for either j = 1 or j = 2 (or both).
The following example should make the mixing condition (56) more explicit and concrete.
Example 6.2. Let T consist of
Consider all the consecutive triplets of shifts such that (57) is satisfied with p
Consider u j = e j , j = 1, 2. We can simplify the mixing condition (56) to finding the solutions c j (k, l), j = 1, 2, of
Such solutions always exist if the elements of both {2δ More generally, one may consider
If T satisfies the mixing property, then under the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 h(n) is an affine function over the object domain:
for some r ∈ R 2 and hence by (64)
Proof. The assumption (57) implies that for i = 1, 2,
By repeatedly applying (67) we obtain that for i = 1, 2, Hence for j = 1, 2,
and the desired result (65) with
follows from applying (68) iteratively.
A corollary of Theorem 6.3 is that the block phase θ k has an affine profile. 
and hence by (70) and (66)
If in addition θ k = θ 0 for all k, then r = 0 and hence φ(n) = φ(0), h(n) = h(0) for all n.
Proof. By (45) and the constancy of α
Substituting n = (0, 0) into (72) we have
On the other hand, with the replacement t k → t 0 and n → t k in (72), we have (73) and hence the desired result.
To prove r = 0 with the block phase has a constant profile, we only need to show the existence of two linearly independent t k and t k in T . This follows easily from the mixing condition.
Phase drift in the lattice scheme
For simplicity, we impose the periodic boundary condition on the lattice scheme.
Consider any cyclic subgroup T generated by v, i.e. T := {t j = jv ∈ Z 2 : j = 0, . . . , q − 1} be of order q, i.e. qv = 0 mod n. Let M k be the domain of the t k -shifted mask µ k . Let ⊕ denote the cyclic addition with respect to the periodic boundary condition on the object domain.
Analogous to (17) - (18) suppose we have the relationship for all k = 0, . . . , q − 1
into (76), we have that for
or equivalently
On the other hand, (76) also implies
Hence, if (79) and (78) imply that
In other words, {θ 0 , θ 1 , θ 2 . . . } is an arithmetic progression and e i∆θ with ∆θ = θ k − θ k−1 is a q-th root of unity.
Theorem 7.1. Let T = {t k } be a v-generated cyclic group of order q and M k the t k -shifted mask domain. Suppose that
where f k and g k are the restriction of f and g, respectively, to
then {θ 0 , θ 1 , . . . , θ q−1 } form an arithmetic progression.
Blind ptychography with the lattice scheme
The lattice scheme is susceptible to additional τ × τ degrees of ambiguity as shown in this section. We follow the notation and set-up in the appendix. Repeating the same argument for the adjacent blocks in both directions, we obtain the desired result.
(ii) The same argument above applies to the over-shifting case too, except with a more elaborate prior information (83) where play the role of µ 00 and f 00 , respectively.
Corollary 8.3. If τ = 1 (i.e. q = n, p = m) and (82) holds, then the mask and the object can be uniquely and simultaneously.
Proof. For τ = 1, µ 00 consists of just one pixel and φ is a number. Hence µ 00 = ν 00 up to a constant phase factor and, by Corollary 4.2, θ kl = θ 00 for all k, l = 0, · · · , q − 1.
Absence of phase drift
In this section, we discuss a way to eliminate the affine phase ambiguity in both the lattice scheme and the mixing non-lattice schemes. This is accomplished by the imposing the size of the random mask and the observation that for any cyclic group T the block phase forms an arithmetic progression.
Theorem 9.1. In addition to the assumptions of Theorem 6.3 or Theorem 7.1, suppose that
for some constant θ ∈ R independent of k.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we focus on the case of the lattice scheme. The theorem follows easily from the arithmetic progression of {θ k } and MPC (13)- (14) .
By (46)- (47),
and by Theorem 7.1 θ k = k∆θ, k = 0, . . . , q − 1 where ∆θ is any q-th root of unity.
If ∆θ is an integer multiple of 2π, then the phase of ν 0 (n)/µ 0 (n) would grow out of the mask phase constraint under the constraint qδ ≤ 2(p − 1).
Conclusion
Under the mask phase constraint and for a strongly connected object, we have proved that ambiguities in blind ptychography are manifest in the block phase which can vary from block to block (Theorem 4.1, Corollary 4.3 and Theorem 5.1).
We have introduced the mixing schemes and shown that both the mask and object errors in a mixing scheme share the same affine profile as that of the block phase (Theorem 6.3, Corollary 6.4). In other words, the affine phase ambiguity is the only remaining, but inevitable, ambiguity for the object and mask estimates. We believe that a mixing scheme can be realized by introducing irregular perturbations to the raster scan or shift the mask along nonlinear trajectories such as concentric circles [13] or spirals [24] .
For the lattice scheme, we have shown that the block phase along any cyclic subgroup forms an arithmetic progression (Theorem 7.1). However, the mask and object errors in the lattice scheme generally do not share the same affine structure as the block phase but rather have additional degrees of ambiguity proportional to the squared stepsize (Theorem 8.1), causing the so called raster grid pathology [50] , periodic artifacts attributed to the regularity and symmetry of the scan positions.
For both the lattice and the mixing schemes, the affine phase ambiguity in the block phase disappears under a mask-size constraint (Theorem 9.1).
Appendix A. The lattice scheme
The lattice scheme can be formulated as the 2D lattice with the basis {v 1 , v 2 } T = {t kl ≡ kv 1 + lv 2 : k, l ∈ Z}, v 1 , v 2 ∈ Z There are five 2D lattice types, called period lattices, as given by the crystallographic restriction theorem. In contrast, there are 14 lattice types in 3D, called Bravais lattices [11] .
Under the periodic boundary condition the square lattice scheme with the stepsize τ = n/q, q ∈ N, T consists of t kl = τ (k, l), with k, l ∈ {0, 1, · · · , q − 1}. The periodic boundary condition means that for k = q − 1 or l = q − 1 the shifted mask is wrapped around into the other end of the object domain. Denote the t kl -shifted masks and blocks by µ kl and M kl , respectively. Likewise, denote by f kl the object restricted to the shifted domain M kl .
Depending on whether τ ≤ m/2 (the under-shifting case) or τ > m/2 (the over-shifting case), we have two types of schemes. For the former case, all pixels of the the object participate in an equal number of diffraction patterns. For the latter case, however, 4(m − τ ) 2 pixels participate in four, 4(2τ −m)(m−τ ) pixels participate in two and (2τ −m) 2 pixels participate in only one diffraction pattern, resulting in uneven coverage of the object. For details, see the appendix.
A.1. The under-shifting scheme τ ≤ m/2. For simplicity of presentation we consider the case of τ = m/p for some integer p ≥ 2 (i.e. pn = qm). As noted above, all pixels of the the object participate in the same number (i.e. 2p) of diffraction patterns. The borderline case τ = m/2 (dubbed the minimalist scheme in [10] ) corresponds to p = 2.
We partition the cyclical t kl -shifted mask µ kl and the corresponding domain into equal-sized square blocks as 
